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A bestseller for over 20 years, I Don’t Want to Talk About It is a groundbreaking and hopeful
guide to understanding and destigmatizing male depression, essential not only for men who
may be suffering but for the people who love them.Twenty years of experience treating men and
their families has convinced psychotherapist Terrence Real that depression is a silent epidemic
in men—that men hide their condition from family, friends, and themselves to avoid the stigma of
depression’s “un-manliness.” Problems that we think of as typically male—difficulty with intimacy,
workaholism, alcoholism, abusive behavior, and rage—are really attempts to escape
depression. And these escape attempts only hurt the people men love and pass their condition
on to their children.This groundbreaking book is the “pathway out of darkness” that these men
and their families seek. Real reveals how men can unearth their pain, heal themselves, restore
relationships, and break the legacy of abuse. He mixes penetrating analysis with compelling
tales of his patients and even his own experiences with depression as the son of a violent,
depressed father and the father of two young sons.

When Terrence Real was studying to be a therapist, he accepted the notion that women suffered
depression at rates several times that of men. Now he believes that conventional wisdom is
wrong, that there has been a great cultural cover-up of depression in men. Real is convinced of
the existence of a mental illness that is passed from fathers to sons in the form of rage,
workaholism, distanced relationships from loved ones, and self-destructive behaviors ranging
from stupid choices at work and in love to drug and alcohol abuse. Men reading I Don't Want to
Talk About It will probably recognize themselves in every chapter, while women will recognize
their partners--and, of course, both sexes will see their fathers in a new light.Review“An
important book about men and depression that is uplifting...Men will recognize the other men
found here: laconic bullet-biters, 'rage-aholics,' emotional runaways, and badly fathered sons
turned into disconnected dads who spill their emotional truths onto the page.”–Richard Higgins,
The Boston Globe“Extraordinary...brings to light a hidden history of male depression...A
powerful book.”–Michael Kimmel, San Francisco Chronicle Book Review“The most provocative
in a flood of new books on depression...The only volume that speaks exclusively to and about
depressed men.”–Pamela Warrick, Los Angeles Times About the AuthorTerrence Real is an
internationally recognized family therapist, speaker, and author. Terry founded the Relational Life
Institute (RLI), offering workshops for couples, individuals, and parents around the country along
with a professional training program for clinicians. A family therapist and teacher, Terry is the
bestselling author of I Don’t Want to Talk About It: Overcoming the Secret Legacy of Male
Depression, How Can I Get Through to You?: Reconnecting Men and Women, and The New
Rules of Marriage: What You Need to Make Love Work.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All



rights reserved.I Don't Want to Talk About ItOvercoming the Secret Legacy of Male
DepressionBy Terrence RealScribnerCopyright ©1998 Terrence RealAll right reserved.From
Chapter One: Men's Hidden DepressionWhen I stand beside troubled fathers and sons I am
often flooded with a senseof recognition, All men are sons and, whether they know it or not,
most sons areloyal. To me, my father presented a confusing jumble of brutality and pathos. Asa
boy, I drank into my character a dark, jagged, emptiness that haunted me forclose to thirty years.
As other fathers have done to their sons, myfather-through the look in his eyes, the tone of his
voice, the quality Of histouch-passed the depression he did not know he had on to me, just as
surely ashis father had passed it on to him -- a chain of pain, linking parent to childacross
generations, a toxic legacy.In hindsight, it is clear to me that, among other reasons, I became
atherapist so I could cultivate the skills I needed to heal my own father -- to healhim at least
sufficiently to get him to talk to me. I needed to know about hislife to help understand his brutality
and lay my hatred of him to rest. At firstI did this unconsciously, not out of any great love for him,
but out of aninstinct to save myself. I wanted the legacy to stop.One might think that I would have
brought to my work a particular sensitivityto issues of depression in men, but at first I did not.
Despite my hard-wonpersonal knowledge, years passed before I found the courage to invitemy
patients to embark upon the same journey I had taken. I was not prepared, bytraining or
experience, to reach so deep into a man's inner pain -- to hold andconfront him there. Faced with
men's hidden fragility, I had been tacitlyschooled, like most therapists-indeed, like most people
in our culture -- to protectthem. I had also been taught that depression was predominantly a
woman's disease,that the rate of depression was somewhere between two to four times higher
forwomen than it was for men. When I first began my clinical practice, I had faithin the simplicity
of such figures, but twenty years of work with men and theirfamilies has lead me to believe that
the real story concerning this disorder isfar more complex.There is a terrible collusion in our
society, a cultural cover-up aboutdepression in men.One of the ironies about men's depression
is that the very forces that helpcreate it keep us from seeing it. Men are not supposed to be
vulnerable. Pain issomething we are to rise above. He who has been brought down by it will
mostlikely see himself as shameful, and so, too, may his family and friends, even themental
health profession. Yet I believe it is this secret pain that lies at theheart of many of the difficulties
in men's lives. Hidden depression drivesseveral of the problems we think of as typically male:
physical illness, alcoholand drug abuse, domestic violence, failures in intimacy, self-sabotage
incareers.We tend not to recognize depression in men because the disorder itself is seenas
unmanly. Depression carries, to many, a double stain -- the stigma of mentalillness and also the
stigma of "feminine" emotionality. Those in a relationshipwith a depressed man are themselves
often faced with a painful dilemma. They caneither confront his condition -- which may further
shame him -- or else collude withhim in minimizing it, a course that offers no hope for relief.
Depression in men -- acondition experienced as both shamefilled and shameful -- goes
largelyunacknowledged and unrecognized both by the men who suffer and by those
whosurround them. And yet, the Impact of this hidden condition isenormous.Copyright © 1997
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Jojo Chicago, “Read this book!. Seriously life changing book with deep care and knowledge of
men and the struggles we all have as a result of all the pressures and trauma we place on men.
Depression is real and men are suffering in silence without help.”

penname1234, “Best Book Ever about Covert/Overt Depression in Men. Mr. Real's personal and
professional experiences infuse this terrific book with page-turning stories, research, case
studies, and his assertions about the often overlooked reality and nuances of male depression.
From the first sentence until the very last word, I found I simply could not put the book down. I
was completely engaged by his conviction that male depression (and often female) is often a
result of a combination of factors including genetics, and a child witnessing and interacting with
alternating passive and active trauma by adults lacking appropriate shame throughout a
person's life. This, combined with the narrow constraints of traditional masculine socialization
further cuts a boy off from his own natural inheritance of a rich emotional inner world, resulting in
covert/overt depression in men. Instead of healthy self-worth, he becomes either overtly
depressed or covertly depressed (and acting out via addiction to substances or destructive
behaviors). It is an often missed, misdiagnosed, and socially taboo topic, making it exceedingly
difficult for a man to even be aware of his own feelings and certainly even of his own depression,
and near impossible to ask for help for dread of shaming himself as less of a man. Mr. Real's
work shines bright light on this dark and hidden mess, he makes a clear case for the need for
healing and reconnection to the relational. Absolutely brilliant work. I found myself re-reading
and taking notes and sharing it with others.”

The Honourable Husband, “Real men.. I've struggled with depression since childhood. I've read
volume after volume on the subject. Most of it, however earnest, just blows smoke.This one's
different. Real is the only therapist I've read who captures the anger behind depression--dammit,
harm has been done to innocent people, and the pain they suffer is unrecognised, devalued or
morally stigmatised becuse the sufferers happen to be male.The rage they feel against the
perpetrator(s)never gets a focus. After all, it would be focussed on the people who cared for you
as you grew. What does one do if the hand that beats you is the hand that feeds you? You do
what you need to survive the moment. You stay fed. Only later do you fail to thrive.Terrence Real
focusses his own rage on this injustice--and rage, indeed, he does. He suffered the abuse that
leads to depression, and now helps men face it squarely.Like an ugly scab, healing ain't always
pretty. If you never properly clean and dress a wound, grotesque scars disfigure you. Real tells
the stories of men who have put the time, effort and care into healing. It ain't easy. But having
done so, their scars heal clean, and a happier life begins.Other so-called self-help books (the
"inner-child" movement springs to mind) seem to argue that learning to love your scars is the
road to happiness. Poppycock.(I might also add that this is less a self-help book than a political



and moral treatise. If sufferers find it helpful, that's a by-product.)Personally, I think Real lets
women off the hook too easily in this book. Having endured the female-dominated "caring
professions" to effect my own cure, I think Real ought to empahsise the complicity of women in
the patriarchy (which he rightly labels as damaging to both sexes).Even quite enlightened
women patronise men who try to be strong and scorn them when they allow themselves to be
weak. In their effort to stamp out male aggression, they demean male strength--a strength which
women who wish to heal might well wish they had.Real is the first scholar I've read to point out
that the patriarchy actually harms men more than it harms women. It certainly proves fatal more
often.He is the first therapist I know to make a case that men are MORE emotional than women;
not the insensitive droogs of feminist caricature.Against a background of shallow, ineffectual,
touchy-feely self-help gurus, Real stands out as a straight talker. To borrow a phrase from the
patriarchy, he's results-oriented.  And that ain't a bad thing.Real? An aptly named author.”

Chavet, “Just Wow!. I read a quote once that said "most people go to the therapy because
someone in their life won't". No truer words have been spoken. The book allows you to be a fly
on the wall in real families grappling with depression from the men in their lives. There are
moments of enlightenment and true empathy for the men in their struggles. Breaking down the
back story and what it takes to deal with the challenges is a beautiful thing. A therapist
recommended this and I literally read it cover to cover in like a day. I hope this book opens a new
perspective and helps you on your journey the way it did for me.”

David Earl Johnson, MSW, LICSW, “Outstanding Book on Anger and Depression. Terry Real’s
book, I Don't Want to Talk About It, has been around since 1998. I just discovered it after using
his book, The New Rules of Marriage, for couples as bibliotherapy, but that’s another story and
excellent book.Terry takes a Trauma Informed look at men and their childhood development. He
concludes that men are denied their mother’s support at a critical time in their development:
when they are taught to “be a man” by their fathers and the surrounding culture. Their transition
from attachment to independence and emotional competence is never resolved.Boys are
admonished by the culture that “men don’t cry,” “your mom will turn you into a sissy boy,” or
worse, they are admonished by their peers for being “gay” or a “girly boy” when showing
feelings.His thesis is that men are left susceptible to depression that is often suppressed into a
covert form. One of the few feelings allowed readily expressed by men is anger. Anger, driven by
deprivation maternal attachment into depression, explodes outward into rage, often directed at
women.Terry is a great writer and believes passionately in his Emotional Focused Therapy like
approach to helping men.And the book works as bibliotherapy, to tease out those suppressed
emotions from men in therapy. Men can readily identify with Terry’s personal story and
approach.”

Wsykes, “fantastic enlightening read. If you are reading this to try and understand your own life it



wont disappoint. The terminology is quite psychological but explained a lot to me and gave me
several moments of clarity of why I am like I am.I have been able to reflect on my own upbringing
and understand where things may have affected my mental state and the book has also given
me a deeper understanding of my parents.”

Lorelie, “Well Written. A very readable book on male depression. The author shares his own
story in the book which I liked and appreciated very much.”

Adam, “Some great anecdotes. Some great anecdotes, well put together, quite emotional”

Anon, “A must read!. Would highly recommend this to any wife who inexplicably finds herself
swept along in the turbulence of her husband's mid-life crisis. Not as an excuse for the
behaviour but maybe as a help as to what on earth it is all about!”

scjmar, “Hidden suffering. This is a gift for a male friend. So few books are written specifically for
men about this subject, and I was pleased to find one that appears fairly easy to read and digest”

The book by Terrence Real has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 1,086 people have provided feedback.
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